Culture Show Meeting

Dancer exposé

Seventh week, February 22
Notify choreographers next week

Quebradita (Chicago-based), reputable
$100-$125? + dinner

Programs, poster design;

Brainstorming

  e.g. Mexican Montage event poster
  Not too obviously of one nation
  Azteca/inca
  Murals, latin American pride
  American flag?
  Mic with images around/in the background
  Calle 13 – Latinoamérica
  Natural images (moon, waves, trees)

Text

  Besides “Tradiciones”,
  Putting posters up eighth week

General Meeting

Jaime Sanchez – Institute of Politics Advisory Council

Student Civic Engagement

ICIRR: IL Immigration Integration Summit: Saturday, Feb 9, 2013 at Malcolm X College
  Topics include prisons, health, economy, DACA, education, violence
  Paid transportation and food for students wanting to go
  Google form forthcoming

Miranda - Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship

Targeting Second Years (social science/humanities majors)
Encourage minority students to go into academia
  Foster better environment for coming generations
Research stipend every summer, up to $3000, and every quarter, up to $500
Mentoring network
Quarterly lunches
Lifelong fellowship
UChicago contact: mirandag@uchicago.edu

Discussion: Violence in our communities
  Obama's lack of presence in Chicago
  Contrasting second amendment rights with violence
  Mayor's insensitive statements
  Gang pressure
  UCMC protest and implications

OBS Discussion tomorrow, 6:30 at OMSA?
  More info in email

Therapist at OMSA every Friday, “Let’s Talk”
  Informal check-ups
  Possible referrals

Socioeconomic class and relationship with OMSA
  Grants
  Ana Vázquez (OMSA director) coming to a meeting soon

Maroon TV
  Student panel on immigration reform
  OLAS member to speak?